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This work aims at the exploration of production data analysis (PDA) methods without
iterations. It can overcome limitations of the advanced type curve analysis relying on the
iterative calculation of material-balance pseudotime and current explicit methods
reckoning on specific production schedule assumptions. The dynamic material balance
equation (DMBE) is strictly proved by the integral variable substitution based on the gas
flow equation under the boundary dominated flow (BDF) condition and the static material
balance equation (SMBE) of a gas reservoir. We introduce the pseudopressure level
function c(p) and the recovery factor functionR(p) to rewrite the DMBE in terms of observed
variable Y and estimated variable Ye; then the PDA can be transformed into an optimization
problem of minimizing the error between Y and Ye. An optimization-based method for the
explicit production data analysis of gas wells (OBM-EPDA), therefore, is developed in the
paper, capable of determining the BDF constant and gas reserves explicitly and accurately
for variable rate and/or variable flowing pressure systems. Three stimulated cases
demonstrate the applicability and validity of OBM-EPDA with small errors less than 1%
for estimated values of both reserves and Y. Not second to previous studies, the field case
analysis further proves its practicability. It is shown that the nonlinear relation of c to R can
be represented by a polynomial function merely dependent on the inherent properties of
the gas production system even before sorting out the production data. The errors of
observed variable Y provided by OBM-EPDA facilitate the data quality control, and the
elimination of outliers not subject to the BDF condition improves the reliability of the
analysis. For various gas systems producing whether at a constant rate, a constant
bottomhole pressure (BHP), or under variable rate and variable BHP conditions, the
proposedmethod gives insights into the well-controlled volume and production capacity of
the gas well whether in a low-pressure or high-pressure gas reservoir, where the
compressibilities of rock and bound water are considered.
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INTRODUCTION

Reservoir engineers often rely on well testing (Chaudhry, 2003;
Kamal, 2009; Spivey and Lee, 2013) to estimate parameters such
as permeability, skin and average reservoir pressure, and use the
measured static pressure data combined with the material balance
equation (Moghadam et al., 2009; Moghadam et al., 2011; Ahmed
and Meehan, 2012) to determine gas reserves. These means that
entail well shut-ins or tests to obtain formation or gas well
information, however, have been subject to the high cost. The
past few decades have witnessed the development of low-cost
production data analysis (PDA) methods (Mattar and Anderson,
2003; Sun, 2015; Behmanesh et al., 2018). PDA of gas wells refers
to the utilization of daily recorded production data such as
production, bottomhole pressure (BHP) and cumulative gas
production to interpret the attributes of gas wells or gas
reservoirs by an empirical or analytical model. It can
determine the vital parameters such as well-controlled reserves
and deliverability, even permeability, skin factor and other useful
parameters at a low cost which could powerfully support the
performance analysis and efficient development of gas reservoirs.

The research on PDA can be traced back to the production
decline laws presented by Arps (1945). These empirical models
are based on statistics, and the applicability to constant-BHP
production systems was not proved rigorously at that time.

Combining Arps’ decline curves with the analytical solution of
the constant-pressure case, Fetkovich (1980), Fetkovich et al.
(1987) proposed the idea of using type curve fitting to analyze the
changes in production rate. He proved that the production rate
vs. time relationship under the constant BHP condition for liquid
production systems satisfies the exponential decline law during
the late BDF, which overcomes the empiricism of Arps’ curves.

Carter (1981), Carter (1985) introduced the variable λ [ �
μiCgi/(μCg)] to explain the changes in gas viscosity and
compressibility, so as to analyze the rate vs. time data of
constant-BHP gas wells. The drawdown parameter λ in
Carter’s curves represents the average value from bottomhole
pressure pwf to original formation pressure pi, which does not vary
with the decreasing reservoir pressure. Thus, it is only an
approximate method for analyzing the constant-BHP data of
gas wells.

Blasingame and Lee (1988) developed an iteration method for
PDA based on the previous BDF liquid solution (Blasingame and
Lee, 1986), termed “variable-rate reservoir limits testing of gas
wells,” by introducing the material balance pseudotime and
pseudopressure functions. This approach entails the iterations
on average reservoir pressure, material balance pseudotime, BDF
slope (mbdf) and BDF constant (b) on the basis of the
transformation of pseudovariables and the static material
balance equation (SMBE) of constant-volume gas reservoirs,
where variations of production schedule and change in gas
properties are considered. Its theory has gradually become the
basis of many following PDA methods. The introduction of
material balance pseudotime function makes it possible to
analyze variable-rate data, but its iterative calculation also
seems unavoidable on account of the implied average reservoir
pressure.

Blasingame et al. (1991) proposed a method for PDA of
variable pressure drop/variable flowrate systems using constant
BHP solution, which depends on the conversion between the
constant pressure analog time function and the constant rate
function. For gas wells, however, the analysis still involves the
implementation of the iterative process of Blasingame and Lee
(1988) to determine the BDF slope mbdf and the BDF constant b.

Palacio and Blasingame (1993) proposed a type-curve analysis
method for gas well production data (Agarwal et al., 1998;
Agarwal et al., 1999) based on the gas flow equation during
BDF (Blasingame and Lee, 1988). It is proved that the relation
between decline curve dimensionless rate qdD and dimensionless
time tdD defined by the pseudopressure and the material balance
pseudotime follows the harmonic decline law in the BDF stage.
Blasingame’s type curve is a representative of modern rate
transient analysis (RTA) methods. In addition, other type-
curve analysis methods such as Agarwal-Gardner curve
(Agarwal et al., 1998; Agarwal et al., 1999) and normalized
pressure integral (NPI) (Blasingame et al., 1989) have the
similar analysis procedure, but the plot functions are different.

Canard (1994) and Callard and Schenewerk (1995) applied the
diagnostic type-curve, which incorporates the instantaneous BHP
to both the production rate and the cumulative production for
PDA. The concept of viscosity-compressibility normalized
cumulative was proposed for the first time, and the production
data of gas wells can be analyzed by using the slightly
compressible liquid solution through pseudopressure and
viscosity-compressibility normalization.

Mattar and McNeil (1995), Mattar and McNeil (1998) pointed
out that the ratio of pressure to Z-factor (p/Z) at BHP can be used
to replace the p/Z value at the average formation pressure to
perform the material balance analysis of constant-volume gas
reservoirs, and presented the flowing material balance procedure
for the estimation of gas in place. In fact, the slope of the linear
relationship between p/Z and cumulative gas production Gp

under the BHP condition, however, is not equal to the result
under the average reservoir pressure condition. Therefore, this
method has certain theoretical defects and may not be suitable for
gas wells with variable rate or strong compressibility effects.

Ansah et al. (1996), Ansah et al. (2000) correlated the gas
viscosity-compressibility product μ·Cg with p/Z, and used first-
order polynomial, exponential formula and general polynomial to
approximately delineate the relationship between the two
corresponding dimensionless variables in three cases: low
pressure, high pressure and general cases, respectively. They
reinterpreted the stabilized flow equation in the form of type
curves and applied it to the gas well performance analysis.

Knowles (1999) derived the relations of pressure vs. time, rate
vs. time, and rate vs. cumulative based on the first-order
polynomial function characterizing the λ vs. (p/Z)/(pi/Zi)
relationship proposed by Ansah et al. (1996). These
relationships are the approximate solutions under BDF for
relatively low-pressure gas reservoirs (pi<6,000 psi) and can be
used for the explicit analysis of gas wells with constant BHP.

Buba (2003) and Blasingame and Rushing (2005) mainly
analyzed the quadratic polynomial relationship between rate
and cumulative production developed by (Knowles, 1999), and
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constructed three new plot functions for linear data analysis by
introducing the cumulative production averaged rate function.
Note that these explicit analysis methods are subject to the
assumption of constant-BHP production schedule in low-
pressure gas reservoirs.

Mattar and Anderson (2005) andMattar et al. (2006) modified
the previous flowing material balance procedure (Mattar and
McNeil, 1995; Mattar and McNeil, 1998) by use of pseudo-
variables and presented the dynamic material balance
procedure (or variable rate flowing material balance) to handle
the variable flowrate case. Derived from the stabilized gas flow
equation and the SMBE of constant-volume gas reservoirs, this
approach is dependent on the determination of material balance
pseudotime tca and BDF constant b. The iterations on tca and b,
nevertheless, are also inevitable for the estimation of gas reserves.

Ye and Ayala H. (2012) linearized the gas flow governing
equation by using the pseudotime factor (β, defined by the
viscosity-compressibility ratio λ) and the density function (ρ, a
counterpart equivalent to the pseudopressure ignoring the
viscosity term). They sated that the dimensionless reservoir
radius reD can be estimated by matching the liquid solution to
the gas well data in the early stage when changes in gas property
are relatively small, and then the time series values of λ and β can
also be determined by the mismatching between them during
BDF. The λ1/B vs. Gp plot is employed to calculate the gas reserves
based on the λ vs. ρ approximate relationship. This method
requires that the slope of μ·Cg vs. ρ log-log plot could be
approximated to a constant -B.

Mohammed and Enty (2013) put forward the concept of
“pseudocumulative” based on the “viscosity-compressibility
normalization of cumulative production” defined by Canard
(1994) and Callard and Schenewerk (1995), and transformed
the traditional material balance pseudotime into the “rate
normalized pseudocumulative,” but they are the same in
essence. They pointed out that two straight lines will appear
on the q/Δpp ∼ Gp/Δpp curve during BDF when substituting the
pseudocumulativeGpn with actual cumulative productionGp, and
the gas reserves can be preliminarily inferred by the early straight
line; and then the profile of average reservoir pressure can be
estimated by the SMBE, so the viscosity-compressibility product
μ·Ct and the pseudocumulative Gpn can also be determined.
Finally, the desired parameters (such as gas in place G and
BDF constant b) are determined again by using the
relationship curve of q/Δpp vs. Gpn/Δpp.

Molokwu and Onyekonwu (2016) expressed semi-analytically
the gas viscosity-compressibility ratio λ as a polynomial function
of the cumulative gas production Gp based on the research of
Ansah et al. (1996), Ansah et al. (2000), and developed a
nonlinear flowing material balance which is quite different
from the work of Mattar and McNeil (1995) and Mattar and
McNeil (1998). The selection of polynomial degree,
unfortunately, has a great impact on its calculation results.
Furthermore, its derivation implies the assumption that the
bottom hole pressure is constant, so the method may fail to
apply to the variable BHP case.

Stumpf and Ayala (2016) deduced the analytical expression of
decline index n under the constant BHP condition from the Arps’

hyperbolic decline model and the relation of the pseudopressure
at BHP to the pseudopressure at average reservoir pressure, and
proposed a straight-line analysis method for determining reserves
by using the production data within the hyperbolic window (or
during early BDF). The inconvenient type-curve matching,
however, is ineluctable for locating the start and end of the
hyperbolic window. This approach, moreover, is only suitable
for those gas wells producing at constant BHP in the volumetric
gas reservoirs under the BDF condition, though it could dispense
with the determination of material balance pseudotime.

Alom et al. (2017) adopted the same concept of “pseudo-
cumulative production” as Mohammed and Enty (2013) and
Canard (1994), Callard and Schenewerk (1995), and used a
method similar to Blasingame’s type curve analysis to handle
gas well data. They pointed out that the analysis process avoids
iterations and data extrapolation; but actually, the calculation of
the pseudo-cumulative production function needs the
determination of the average formation pressure first. Thus it
seems impossible to fit the gas viscosity-compressibility ratio vs.
actual cumulative production [μiCgi/(μCg) vs. Gp] curve by a
polynomial when the average reservoir pressure profile is
unknown.

Wang and Ayala (2020) extended the hyperbolic decline
model for gas wells with constant BHP presented by Stumpf
and Ayala (2016) to a specific variable-BHP condition, that is, the
ratio of bottomhole pseudopressure to average reservoir
pseudopressure can approximate to a constant. They rederived
the decline exponent in a similar way and delivered the same
linear analysis method as Stumpf (2016), namely, the gas in place
is determined by the harmonic type curve fitting and q1−n vs. Gp*
linear relationship. This method can be applied to all data during
BDF instead of those within the hyperbolic window thus reducing
the difficulty of identifying the selected data. It is, however, worth
mentioning that the decline exponent should be a function of
average reservoir pressure from the analytical formulas, but
Stumpf (2016) and Wang (2020) used the integral average
value from bottomhole pseudopressure to initial
pseudopressure when calculating the decline exponent. In
addition, although both techniques avoid the pseudotime
transformation, they are still limited to the idealized
assumptions concerning BHP.

Jongkittinarukorn et al. (2021) also derived the analytical
expressions of decline rate and decline exponent based on the
viscosity-compressibility ratio λ defined by Carter (1981), Carter
(1985) and the stabilized gas flow equation proposed by Ansah
et al. (1996), Ansah et al. (2000), and presented an explicit
methodology to find gas reserves by means of the relationship
between production rate, decline rate, decline exponent, and “d
(lnλ)/dpD” where pD�(p/Z)/(pi/Zi). This method considers
changes in the decline exponent during BDF for a gas well
under the constant BHP condition, but it may cause large
errors to infer the profiles of decline rate and decline exponent
from the polynomial fitting based on the production rate vs.
time data.

In summary, implicit methods for the PDA of the gas well are
mainly dependent on the iteration ofmaterial balance pseudotime tca.
Even if the integral variable t in tca is replaced by the cumulative gas
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production Gp, the viscosity-total compressibility product (μ·Ct) in
the integrand function still needs to be evaluated at the average
formation pressure. The iterative steps, therefore, seems inevitable
concerning the material balance pseudotime, average formation
pressure, BDF constant, and reserves. On the other hand, the
explicit methods circumvent the repeated calculations of
pseudotime, however, they are still subject to the specific
production schedule assumptions which may be incompatible
with the actual production data, or are limited by other iterative
procedures. These methods, furthermore, usually do not take into
account the compressibility effects of rock and bound water for
relatively high-pressure gas reservoirs.

In view of the problems existing in the current PDA methods,
this paper explores an explicit methodology for production data
analysis of gas wells based on the optimization principle, which
combines the respective advantages of implicit and explicit
methods - it not only avoids iterations, but also can deal with
the fluctuations in production schedule - and considers the
influence of pore and bound water compressibility.

EXPLICIT METHODOLOGY

Gas Flow Equation for Boundary Dominated
Flow
The governing equation of unsteady gas flow through porous
media is expressed as:

∇ · ( p

μZ
∇p) � ϕiμCt

K
· p

μZ

zp

zt
(1)

Ct(p) � eCϕ(p−pi)[(1 − Swc)(Cg + Cϕ) + Swc(Cw + Cϕ)] (2)

Swc � Swci · e−(Cw+Cϕ)(p−pi) (3)

where p (Pa) denotes pressure and pi (Pa) is the initial reservoir
pressure;K (m2) is effective permeability, μ (Pa·s) denotes gas viscosity,
and Z represents gas deviation factor (or Z-factor); ϕ is porosity and ϕi
represents the porosity under initial reservoir condition; t (s) is time;Cϕ
(Pa−1) denotes rock compressibility, Cg (Pa

−1) denotes gas isothermal
compressibility, Cw (Pa−1) is water compressibility, and Ct (Pa

−1)
represents the total compressibility function; Swc is irreducible water
saturation and Swci denotes the initial bound water saturation.

By introducing the pseudopressure (Russell et al., 1966) and
pseudotime (Meunier et al., 1984; Meunier et al., 1987), Eq. 1 can
be transformed into the same form as the liquid flow model:

∇2pp � ϕiμiCti

K
· zpp

zta
(4)

pp � pi + μi
ρgi

∫p

pi

ρg(ξ)
μ(ξ) dξ � pi + μiZi

pi
∫p

pi

ξ

μ(ξ)Z(ξ) dξ (5)

ta � μiCti ∫t

0

1
μCt

dt (6)

where pp (Pa) is the pseudopressure function and ta (s) is the
pseudotime function; μi, Zi, ρgi, and Cti denote gas viscosity,
deviation factor, density, and total compressibility at pi,
respectively.

If the gas well is produced at a constant flowrate, the liquid
solution can be directly applied to the gas flowmodel, and its BHP
is represented by:

2πKh(ppi − ppwf)
qμiBgi

� 2

r2eD − 1
· K

ϕiμiCtir
2
w

ta + 4r4eD ln reD − 3r4eD + 2(r2eD − 1) + 2r2eD + 1

4(r2eD − 1)2
−π ∑∞

n�1

e
−λ2n · K

ϕiμiCti r
2
w
ta · J21(reDλn)[Y1(λn)J0(λn) − J1(λn)Y0(λn)]

λn · [J21(reDλn) − J21(λn)]
(7)

where λn is the root of the equation “J1 (reDλ)Y1(λ)-Y1 (reDλ)J1(λ)
� 0” and reD is the dimensionless radial boundary; J1 and J0 are
first-order and zero-order Bessel functions of the first kind,
respectively; Y1 and Y0 are first-order and zero-order Bessel
functions of the second kind, respectively; h (m) is the net
reservoir thickness, q (m3/s) is the surface production rate,
and rw (m) denotes wellbore radius; Bgi (m3/m3) is the
formation volume factor of natural gas at pi.

Considering

Y0(x)J1(x) − Y1(x)J0(x) � 2
π
· 1
x

(8)

Eq. 7 can be transformed into:

ppi − ppwf

q
� μiBgi

2πKh

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

2

r2eD − 1
· K

ϕiμiCtir
2
w

ta + 4r4eD ln reD − 3r4eD + 4r2eD − 1

4(r2eD − 1)2

−π ∑∞
n�1

e
−λ2n · K

ϕiμiCtir
2
w
ta · J21(reDλn) · ( − 2

π ·
1
λn
)

λn · [J21(reDλn) − J21(λn)]

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(9)

From Eq. 9, it follows

ppi − ppwf

q
� Bgi

π(r2e − r2w)hϕiCti
· ta + μiBgi

2πKh
· 4r

4
eD ln reD − 3r4eD + 4r2eD − 1

4(r2eD − 1)2
+ μiBgi

2πKh
·∑∞
n�1

2

λ2n
· e

−λ2n · K
ϕiμiCti r

2
w
ta · J21(reDλn)

J21(reDλn) − J21(λn)
(10)

Given there are m times’ rate fluctuations during the gas
production period and the pseudopressure superposition
principle is valid, the relationship between the pseudopressure
at BHP and the production rate is given by

ppi − ppwf

qm
� Bgi

π(r2e − r2w)hϕiCti
tca + μiBgi

2πKh
· 4r

4
eD ln reD − 3r4eD + 4r2eD − 1

4(r2eD − 1)2
+ μiBgi

2πKh
∑m
i�1

qi − qi−1
qm

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣∑∞
n�1

2

λ2n
· e

−λ2n · K
ϕiμiCti r

2
w
(ta−ta,i−1)

J21(reDλn)
J21(reDλn) − J21(λn)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(11)

tca � μiCti

q(t) ∫
t

0

q(t)
μ(pave)Ct(pave) dt (12)

where qi (m3/s) denotes the production rate during ith
production phase, pave (Pa) represents the average reservoir
pressure, and tca (s) is the material balance pseudotime
function.

Therefore, Eqs. 10, 11 can be uniformly expressed as:
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ppi − ppwf

q
� Δpp

q
� mbdf · tca + b (13)

mbdf � Bgi

π(r2e − r2w)hϕiCti
� 1
G
· 1 − Swci

Cti
(14)

where re (m) is the reservoir limit, Δpp (Pa) denotes
pseudopressure drop, and G (m3) is gas in place or gas reserves.

Eq. 13 is called the gas flow equation during BDFwherembdf is
the slope of Δpp/q vs. tca straight line and b is its intercept also
termed “boundary dominated flow (BDF) constant”. The BDF
constant b, in reality, is a function of gas reservoir boundary reD
and time t; nevertheless, it can be regarded as a constant for its
much slow change with time during the evaluation period.

Dynamic Material Balance by Pseudotime
Transformation
Under the isothermal conditions, the static material balance
equation (SMBE) of a gas reservoir (Zhang et al., 2019; Zhang
et al., 2021) can be expressed as:

g(pave) � pi

Zi
(1 − Gp

G
) (15)

Gp(t) � ∫t

0
q(t)dt (16)

g(p) � p

Z(p) · e
Cϕ(p−pi) − Swcie−Cw(p−pi)

1 − Swci
(17)

where g(p) denotes the elastic effect function dependent on Cϕ, Cw,
and pressure p; Gp (m

3) represents cumulative gas production.
From the chain rule, the derivative of average reservoir

pressure with respect to time can be written as

dpave

dt
� dpave

dg(pave) ·
dg(pave)

dt
(18)

Differentiating g(p) (Eq. 17) with respect to pressure, we obtain

dg(p)
dp

� C(p)
1 − Swci

· p

Z(p) (19)

C(p) � eCϕ(p−pi)[Cg(p) + Cϕ] + Swcie
−Cw(p−pi)[Cw − Cg(p)]

(20)

Ct(p) � eCϕ(p−pi)[(1 − Swc)Cg + Cϕ + SwcCw] (21)

where C(p) in Eq. 20 is another expression of the total
compressibility actually equivalent to Eqs. 2, 21.

From Eq. 19, it follows

dpave

dg(pave) �
1 − Swci
C(pave) ·

Z(pave)
pave

(22)

Taking the derivative of g (pave) in Eq. 15 with respect to time,
we have

dg(pave)
dt

� − pi

ZiG
· q (23)

Substituting Eqs. 22, 23 into Eq. 18 gives

dpave

dt
� ( − pi

ZiG
q) · [1 − Swci

C(pave) ·
Z(pave)
pave

] (24)

From Eq. 24, it follows

dt � − ZiG

pi · q ·
pave · C(pave)

(1 − Swci) · Z(pave) · dpave (25)

Substituting Eq. 25 into Eq. 12 yields

tca � GCti

q · (1 − Swci) ·
μiZi

pi
∫pi

pave

p

μZ
dp (26)

By putting Eq. 26 into Eq. 13, the gas flow equation during
BDF becomes

ppi − ppwf

q
� 1
G
· 1 − Swci

Cti
· GCti

q · (1 − Swci) ·
μiZi

pi
∫pi

pave

p

μZ
dp + b

(27)

According to the definition of pseudopressure given by Eq. 5,
Eq. 27 can be rewritten as:

ppave � ppwf + q · b (28)

Eq. 28, termed “dynamic material balance equation”
(DMBE) (Zhang et al., 2021), can be derived from the gas
flow equation during BDF and the SMBE, as shown above. The
DMBE reveals the relationship between the bottomhole
pseudopressure and the average pseudopressure. Eq. 28 can
also be transformed into:

ppave

ppi

− b

ppi

· q � 1
ppi

· ppwf (29)

Explicit Production Data Analysis
To facilitate the explicit production data analysis, we introduce
two dimensionless variables c(p) and R(p) defined as

c(p) � pp(p)
ppi

(30)

R(p) � 1 − gD(p) (31)

gD(p) � g(p) · Zi

pi
(32)

where c(p) is the pseudopressure level function, R(p) denotes the
recovery factor function, and gD(p) represents the dimensionless
elastic effect function.

Then the SMBE (Eq. 15) can be rewritten as

R(pave) � 1 − gD(pave) � Gp

G
(33)

When the pressure p is taken as the average reservoir pressure
pave, c(pave) reflects the maintenance level of formation pressure
compared with the original formation pressure pi while R (pave)
represents the corresponding recovery factor of the gas reservoir,
which shows a negative correlation between c(pave) and R (pave).
Once such property parameters as initial reservoir pressure,
reservoir temperature, molecular weight Mg or gas gravity cg are
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given, the c vs. R relationship can be determined which depends on
the properties of the gas well production system itself and has
nothing to do with the production schedules and production data.

Figure 1 shows the influences of original formation pressure
(pi) on c vs. R relationships with the formation temperature (T) of
90°C and the gas gravity (cg) of 0.6. Figure 2 displays the effects of
reservoir temperature on c vs. R correlations when the original
formation pressure is 70 MPa and the gas gravity is 0.6. The
effects of gas gravity on the curves (of c vs. R) are illustrated in
Figure 3.

Since c and R are both monotonic functions of pressure and c
decreases monotonically with R, the nonlinear relationship between
c and R can be readily represented by a high order polynomial:

c(p) �∑n
i�0

di · [R(p)]i
� d0 + d1 · R + d2 · R2 + d3 · R3 + ... + dn · Rn (34)

By substituting Eq. 34 into Eq. 29, we have

1
ppi

· ppwf +
b

ppi

· q � ppave

ppi

�∑n
i�0

di · [R(pave)]i (35)

Substituting Eq. 33 into Eq. 35 gives

1
ppi

· ppwf �∑n
i�0

di · (Gp

G
)i

− b

ppi

· q (36)

Eq. 36 reveals the relationship between pwf, q, andGp during BDF.
The left side of Eq. 36 is the measurable variable denoted by “Y”
dependent on the bottomhole pressure pwf, and the right side is termed
the estimated variable denoted by “Ye” where the production rate q
and cumulative gas production Gp are measurable production data,
nonetheless the gas reserves G and BDF constants b are unknown.

Y(pwf ) � 1
ppi

· ppwf (37)

Ye(Gp, q;G, b) �∑n
i�0

di · (Gp

G
)i

− b

ppi

· q (38)

The observed values of Y and the estimated values of Ye are
equal in the BDF stage, therefore the production data analysis
(pwf, q, and Gp) of a gas well can be transformed into seeking the
optimal combination of (G, b) that minimizes the overall

FIGURE 1 | The effects of initial reservoir pressure on c vs. R
relationships (T � 90°C and cg � 0.6).10 Data Availability Statement [not
available in Crossref]

FIGURE 2 | The effects of reservoir temperature on c vs. R relationships
(pi � 70 MPa and cg � 0.6).

FIGURE 3 | The effects of gas gravity on c vs. R relationships (pi �
70 MPa and T � 90°C).
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difference between the measurable variable Y and its estimated
variable Ye. This optimization problem can be summarized as:

min sum[(Ye − Y)2]
s.t. {G> (Gp)max

b> 0
(39)

The problem can be solved by the computer programming
according to the optimization method without any iterative
process. There are three useful functions (“fmincon,”
“nlinfit,” and “lsqnonlin”) in Matlab capable of finding the
optimal solution to the optimization problem represented by
Eq. 39. And they can all generate the desirable results. The
last two are adopted in the paper. The resulting gas reserves G
reflects the drainage volume controlled by the gas well, while
the BDF constant b embodies the deliverability of the gas well.
The smaller the value of b, the stronger the production
capacity. After determining the optimal G and b, further
performance analyses can also be performed such as

estimation of average formation pressure, production
prediction, and so on. This new optimization-based
method for the explicit production data analysis of gas
wells is abbreviated to “OBM-EPDA” in the paper. Several
examples are used to illustrate its applicability and validity in
the ensuing paragraphs.

CASE STUDIES

Cases 1 to 3 are numerical examples where the production data
are generated by the numerical simulator; Case 4 is a field
example that has been analyzed in the literature. We employ
Sutton (2005), Sutton (2007) formulas to estimate the pseudo-
critical temperature Tpc and pseudocritical pressure ppc of the
natural gas. The gas viscosity μ can be calculated by the empirical
equations presented by Londono et al. (2002), Londono et al.
(2005), and the Z-factor and gas compressibility Cg can be

TABLE 1 | Property parameters for numerical simulations.

Property parameters Property values Property parameters Property values

ϕi 0.21 re 405 m
Kr 9 mD rw 0.1 m
Kθ 9 mD ρsc 0.724 kg/m3

Kz 0.09 mD Mg 17.378 g/mol
Swci 0.24 Zsc 0.998
h 6 m Zi 1.424
dr 1.35 m Cϕ 5.107 × 10–4 MPa−1

dθ 3° Cw 3.676 × 10–4 MPa−1

dz 6 m μw 0.326 cp
pi 70 MPa μi 3.539 × 10–2 cp
Ti 363.15 K μsc 1.085 × 10–2 cp
Tsc 293.15 K Cgi 5.769 × 10–3 MPa−1

psc 0.101 MPa Cti 4.983 × 10–3 MPa−1

Tpc 197.142 K Bgi 2.559 × 10–3 m3/m3

ppc 4.600 MPa G 192,936 149 m3

FIGURE 4 | pp and g(p) vs. p for numerical cases. FIGURE 5 | c and ε vs. R for numerical cases.
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determined by the equation of state developed by Hall and
Yarborough (1973).

For the numerical examples, we set the gas molecular weight of
17.378400 g/mol (cg � 0.6), then Sutton (2005), Sutton (2007)
formulas give a pseudo-critical temperature of 197.142 K and a
pseudocritical pressure of 4.600 MPa. The initial reservoir
pressure is 70 MPa and the formation temperature is 90°C
with g (pi) of 49.167 MPa. The radial grids with a grid number
of “300 × 120×1” are used to simulate the single-phase gas flow.
The gas well is located in the center of the gas reservoir with a
boundary radius of 405 m and a formation thickness of 6 m.

Table 1 shows the relevant property parameters of the gas
reservoir and natural gas for numerical examples.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between pseudopressure pp
defined in Eq. 5 and pressure, and the relation of the elastic
effect function g(p) defined in Eq. 17 to pressure. The
relationship curve of c(p) vs. R(p) is displayed in Figure 5
where the dotted line represents the c vs. R relationship
generated by the polynomial cpol, and ε denotes the fitting error.
In practice, Figure 5 can be determined before sorting out the
production data of the gas well because the c vs. R relationship is
merely dependent on the properties of the production system

FIGURE 6 | q, Gp and E(Y) vs. t for the constant-BHP case.

FIGURE 7 | pwf, Gp and E(Y) vs. t for the constant-rate case.
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(original pressure, temperature, and gas properties) while
independent of the production conditions.

c ≈ cpol � 4.626681 × 10−1R4 − 1.501173R3 + 2.399663R2

− 2.212882R + 1 (40)

ε � cpol − c

c
× 100% (41)

Case 1: Constant BHP Condition
Case 1 is characterized by the constant BHP of 44.4363 MPa and
the production profile within 2000 days is shown in Figure 6A).

By solving Eq. 39, we have “G � 1.945959 × 108 m3 and b �
8.504859 MPa·(104 m3/d)−1” with a reserves error of 0.860%.
Then the estimated variable Ye defined in Eq. 38 can be
calculated. Figure 6B) shows the changes in the difference
between Ye and Y over time, where E(Y) is defined as:

FIGURE 8 | The profiles of production rate, BHP, Gp and E(Y) for the variable-rate and variable-BHP case.
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E(Y) � Ye − Y

Y
× 100% (42)

As can be seen from Figure 6B), the absolute value of E(Y) is less
than 1% during the whole production period, which shows that the
values of G and b estimated by the optimization method meet the
dynamic material balance equation and the estimations are reliable.

Case 2: Constant Rate Condition
The production schedule of the gas well for Case 2 is changed to the
constant rate of 1.5× 104m3/d, and the changes in bottomhole pressure
and cumulative gas production with time are shown in Figure 7A).

The calculation results of OBM-EPDA that minimizes the
differences between Y and Ye are: G � 1.944803 × 108 m3 and b �
8.471493 MPa·(104 m3/d)−1 with a reserves error of 0.800%.
Figure 7B) illustrates the corresponding estimation error of Y
which demonstrates the effectiveness of OBM-EPDA for the
constant-rate production system.

Case 3: Variable-Rate and Variable-BHP
Conditions
The production schedule fluctuations of the gas well are
simulated by repeatedly modifying the BHP and production

TABLE 2 | Reservoir and gas properties for the field case.

Property parameters Property values Property parameters Property values

pi 28.786 MPa rw 0.108 m
Ti 344.261 K ρsc 0.688 kg/m3

h 21.336 m Zsc 0.998
ϕi 0.06 μsc 1.101 × 10–2 cp
Swci 0.35 Zi 0.952
Tpc 191.219 K pi/Zi 30.232 MPa
ppc 4.605 MPa Cgi 2.589 × 10–2 MPa−1

Cϕ 8.816 × 10–4 MPa−1 Cti 1.786 × 10–2 MPa−1

Cw 4.122 × 10–4 MPa−1 μi 2.209 × 10–2 cp
Mg 16.509 g/mol Bgi 3.944 × 10–3 m3/m3

FIGURE 9 | pp and g(p) vs. p for the field case.

FIGURE 10 | λ and ε vs. R for the field case.

FIGURE 11 | Production history of Well A for the field case.
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rate specifications. The production history of Case 3 is shown in
Figure 8A) and Figure 8B).

For the variable-rate and variable-BHP case, the proposed method
gives the gas in place of 1.946829 × 108m3 and the BDF constant of
8.494877MPa·(104m3/d)−1 with an error in G of 0.905%. The error
statistics of measurable variable Y are displayed in Figure 8C) which
indicates the accuracy of the estimated results and the capability of
OBM-EPDA to analyze the variable-rate and variable-BHP data.

The optimization-basedmethod for the explicit production data
analysis of gas wells (OBM-EPDA) provides the accurate estimates
of reserves and boundary dominated flow constants for all the
above three numerical examples, and the error statistics also prove
the effectiveness and applicability of this method for various gas
production systems under the BDF condition. It’s found that the
values of b in the three examples have little difference, which shows
that the production capacity of the gas well almost remains
unaltered despite the changes in production schedule for Cases
1 through 3. OBM-EPDA does not need to iteratively calculate the
material balance pseudotime function and can be applied to the

complex production system as long as the production datameet the
BDF condition, that is, the dynamic material balance equation
(DMBE) hold true. A field example that has beenwidely analyzed is
used to further demonstrate the validity and practicability of the
presented method in the following paragraphs.

Case 4: Field Case - Gas Well A
Case 4 is taken from a gas reservoir example analyzed by
Fetkovich et al. (1987) and Fraim and Wattenbarger (1987).
The initial reservoir pressure of Well A in West Virginia is
28.785612 MPa (�4,175 psi) and the formation temperature is
71.11°C. The bottomhole pressure presented by Fetkovich et al.
(1987) is 3.447379 MPa (�500 psi), nevertheless Fraim and
Wattenbarger (1987) adjusted the BHP to 4.895278 MPa
(�710 psi) for the determination of pseudotime. We glean the
cumulative production data of the well from Mohammed and
Enty (2013) and Alom et al. (2017).

On the basis of the gas gravity of 0.57, the pseudo-critical
parameters are determined by Sutton (2005, 2007) correlations

FIGURE 12 | E(Y) vs. t for the field case (pwf � 4.895278 MPa).

TABLE 3 | Comparison with existing calculation results for the field case.

Variables pwf μi Cgi Cti Bgi G b

Units MPa 10–2 mPa·s 10–2 MPa−1 10–2 MPa−1 10–3 m3/m3 107 m3 MPa/(104 m3/d)
Fetkovich (1987) (Fetkovich et al., 1987) 3.447379 - - - 3.938558 9.514460 -
Fraim (1987) (Fraim and Wattenbarger, 1987) 4.895278 - - - - 8.592775 -
Blasingame (1988) (Blasingame and Lee, 1988) 4.895278 2.167 2.712206 - 3.983098 7.441950 3.188206
Ansah (1996, 2000) (Ansah et al., 1996; Ansah et al., 2000) 4.895278 2.250 - 2.645488 3.986354 8.067470 3.220975
Blasingame (2005) (Blasingame and Rushing, 2005) 4.895278 - - - - 9.316243 -

4.895278 - - - 7.900400 -
Ye (2013) (Ye and Ayala, 2013) 3.447379 - - - - 7.815450 -
Mohammed (2013) (Mohammed and Enty, 2013) 4.895278 2.167 2.712206 - 3.983098 7.874066 3.121616
Molokwu (2016) (Molokwu and Onyekonwu, 2016) 4.895278 2.250 - 2.645488 3.986354 7.962697 3.242978
Stumpf (2016) (Stumpf and Ayala, 2016) 3.447379 - - - - 7.673865 -
Alom (2017) (Alom et al., 2017) 4.895278 2.167 - 2.712206 3.983098 8.175074 3.246481
Jongkittinarukorn (2021) (Jongkittinarukorn et al., 2021) 3.447379 - - - - 7.738994 -
This paper 4.895278 2.209 2.589,485 1.785,752 3.944,217 7.522597 3.167751
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(Sutton, 2005; Sutton, 2007), that is, ppc � 4.605MPa and Tpc �
191.219 K. The reservoir parameters ofWell A are shown in Table 2.

Figure 9 shows the changes in pp and g(p) with pressure p. The
relationship between c and R is displayed in Figure 10 in which
the polynomial represented by the dotted line is given by

c ≈ cpol � 2.898659 × 10−1R4 − 5.778683 × 10−1R3 + 9.153651 × 10−1R2

− 1.271014R + 1 (43)

Figure 11 shows the production history ofWell A, which indicates
the frequent fluctuations in production rate and even in BHP.

Referring to the practices of most researchers, we take pwf to be
4.895278MPa and obtain the analysis results by using OBM-EPDA
to minimize the overall difference between Y and Ye, i.e., G �
7.136728 × 107 m3 and b � 2.960034MPa·(104 m3/d)−1. The error
statistics of the measurable variable Y are shown in Figure 12A).

The researcher can set a threshold value for E(Y), such as 10%, to
determine whether the corresponding data points meet the boundary
dominated flow condition (Eq. 28). Those data points not subject to
the BDF condition (i.e., E(Y) > 10%), therefore, ought to be removed.
It is not difficult to observe from Figure 12A) that the differences
between the observed variable and the estimated variable at some data
points exceed 10% especially for early period, an indication that these
points may not satisfy the BDF condition. After excluding them, the
analysis results of OBM-EPDA obtained by using the remaining data
are: G � 7.522597 × 107m3 and b � 3.167751MPa·(104m3/d)−1 with
all the values of E(Y) less than 10% as shown in Figure 12B).

The exclusion of outliers from the target data contributes much
to boosting the analyst’s confidence in data selection and thus
enhances the confidence level of the performance analysis. The
error estimates in Figure 12B), for instance, are superior to the
results when all data points are used as illustrated in Figure 12A).
The error analysis given by OBM-EPDA helps researchers to judge
whether the data points in the evaluation period meet the BDF
condition, so as to perform more reasonable production data
analysis and improve the reliability of the analysis results.

Table 3 lists the analysis results of the field example in the
existing literature based on different methods. The estimated values
ofG and b byOBM-EPDAare slightly different from them andmost
consistent with the results presented by Blasingame and Lee (1988).
It is worth mentioning that the estimates of G and b have certain
uncertainty since the compressibilities of rock and bound water and
the pseudo-critical properties of the natural gas are determined by
empirical formulas instead of measurements; nonetheless, the error
analysis in this paper can improve the reliability of the research
results. Therefore, the authors have full confidence in the calculation
results of the explicit method in the paper.

CONCLUSION

Based on the gas flow equation for BDF derived from the
mathematical model of gas seepage and the SMBE of a gas
reservoir, this paper strictly proves the dynamic material
balance equation. Then on this basis, an optimization-based
method for the explicit production data analysis of gas wells
(OBM-EPDA) is proposed by introducing the pseudopressure

level function c(p) and the recovery factor function R(p). The
following understandings and conclusions are drawn:

1) The relationship between c and R is an inherent attribute of a
gas reservoir which is dependent on the initial reservoir
pressure pi, reservoir temperature T, and gas pseudocritical
parameters (Tpc, ppc), but independent of production
schedules or quantity of production data.

2) A polynomial function can be employed to delineate the
nonlinearity of c vs. R relationship and the quartic
polynomial is generally accurate enough.

3) OBM-EPDA can quickly and efficiently analyze the
production data of a gas well under constant BHP,
constant production rate, and variable-rate/variable-BHP
conditions for estimation of gas reserves G and BDF
constant b, and thus provide information about the control
area and production capacity of the gas well.

4) The error of the observed Y at each data point obtained by the
proposed method allows reservoir engineers to identify the
appropriate data set which ought to satisfy the BDF condition,
and hence enhance the credibility of the analysis results.

5) OBM-EPDA avoids any iterative process and is proved to be
effective in analyzing the variable rate and variable BHP data,
which overcomes the respective defects of existing implicit
and explicit PDA methods.
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